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1 Introduction and Objective
Event extraction together with Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Named Entity
Normalization (NEN) is an important task in biomedical Natural Language Processing
(NLP). NER deals with identifying physical entities, i.e., proteins, genes and other
chemicals, in text, NEN links found entity mentions to entities stored in a database and
Event Extraction tries to infer the relationships between the found entities. Different
relationship and event types are distinguished by their respective event triggers which are
often denoted by verbs, e.g., phosphorylates or catalyzes. Entities are often denoted by
proper nouns like glucose or ATP. Common event extraction systems learn from annotated
documents, usually PubMed abstracts and PMC open access full texts, where the event
structures, their participants and their positions in a text are explicitly highlighted.
Examples of event extraction systems are TEES [Björne, 2014, Björne and Salakoski,
2018] and EventMine [Miwa and Ananiadou, 2013, Trieu et al., 2020]. The amount of
available biomedical data in both text documents and curated data and knowledge bases
grows at a fast rate [Gonzalez et al., 2015]. Thus, manual annotation of all documents is
not feasible and gold standard data sets for event extraction are rather small. Hence, we
want to follow a distant supervision approach in this work and learn from knowledge bases
and the plain documents instead of relying on manually labeled texts. After learning to
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identify event structures from text we want to populate knowledge bases with the newly
found event structures.

2 Material and Methods
2.1 Corpora
In this work, we focus on domain data from biological pathways, i.e., metabolic and
signaling pathways, and molecular and genetic interactions on a cell level. We use the
Pathway Commons database [Cerami et al., 2010] which includes about 5.000 pathways
and more than 2.3 million interactions in 2019 [Rodchenkov et al., 2020]. The data is
stored in the BioPAX [Demir et al., 2010] format, a standard to ensure compatibility
between different biological databases. We split the database, the known physical entities
and their interactions into a training set (for training and development) and a test set
(for prediction/evaluation). For implementation, we will use pybiopax1 to access and
transform pathway data in the BioPAX format.
Our text corpus consists of all PubMed abstracts and PMC full texts as of May
2020 (April 2013 when comparing to the EVEX baseline [Van Landeghem et al.,
2013]).

2.2 Baseline
EVEX2 [Van Landeghem et al., 2013] is a large-scale biomedical event extraction system
trained on directly supervised data. Van Landeghem et al. [2013] apply a pipeline of NER,
NEN and event extraction to all PubMed abstract and PMC full texts from April 2013.
They use TEES [Björne, 2014] as an event extraction system which has been trained
on various BioNLP shared tasks like GENIA [Kim et al., 2011] and Epigenetics and
Post-translational Modifications (EPI) [Pyysalo et al., 2012].
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2.3 Question Answering for Event Extraction
Our basic model follows the outline of Chen et al. [2017] who apply large scale question
answering on the English Wikipedia3 . The event extraction task is split into document
retrieval and machine reading as question answering. In the first subtask of document
retrieval, relevant documents to the question at hand are determined by a retrieval system.
In a second step, relevant text evidence from the chosen documents is determined as
answer to a given question. Using the information obtained from multiple questions
and their answers, we form biomedical event structures. Use of question answering for
multi-task learning has been popularized in the recent years [McCann et al., 2018] and
been applied to entity-relation extraction by Li et al. [2019]. In our previous work [Wang
et al., 2020], we have already successfully applied question answering to biomedical event
extraction in presence of directly supervised data.
We apply multi-turn question answering as described by Wang et al. [2020] to form
the biomedical event structures. Starting from a physical entity as an event theme, the
central subject of an event, we query for corresponding event triggers and corresponding
entities as event arguments. Assume the ordered tuple (conversion, PEP, pyruvate) from
a knowledge base is given and we want to find occurrences of the tuple in text and
learn how to detect it. In our question answering model, we learn this with two related
questions. In our first question, we ask for event triggers: What are events involving PEP?.
After having found the event triggers and its event type, we ask for event arguments
in our second question: What are products for the conversion of PEP?. After having
extracted the corresponding product we have found the full conversion event structure
with theme, product and its corresponding text evidence.

2.4 Model overview
Preprocessing and document retrieval are conducted in the same way for both training
and evaluation. For event extraction and sequence labeling, training and evaluation differ:
First, a model using a distantly supervised dataset is learned during training and then
applied to predict new events during evaluation.
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Preprocessing
In text, multiple words may describe the same physical entity in forms of synonyms, e.g.,
Na+ and natrium refer to the same entity. Hence, we perform NER and NEN on our
PubMed corpus with PubTator Central (PTC) [Wei et al., 2019] as a preprocessing step
to identify biomedical entities. We replace all entity mentions in texts by their normalized
forms, i.e., PTC returns NCBI Gene identifiers to genes and proteins mentioned in a
text and we replace these mentions by a common normalized term. In the example of
the chemical from Section 2.3, we normalize the synonyms Phosphoenolpyruvic acid
retrieval and PEP to the same name PEP. PTC provides their precomputed annotations
online, so no additional expenditure of time is needed for NER and NEN. Subsequent
document retrieval and event extraction steps are then conducted on the preprocessed
and normalized text corpus. For document retrieval, we also apply stemming and stop
word removal for faster retrieval performance.
The physical entities as found in the Pathway Commons database do not need to be
normalized as they already appear in a common form in the database. We only need to
ensure consistent naming between the entities mentioned in the normalized text corpus
and in the database, i.e., linking protein IDs from UniProt in Pathway Commons to the
corresponding NCBI Gene identifiers and using the same terms for each entity in the
subsequent retrieval and question answering steps.

Document Retrieval
EVEX [Van Landeghem et al., 2013] iterates over all given text documents and conducts
event extraction on each of them. As the document corpus grows bigger, the computing
time required also grows substantially. Instead of applying our event extraction model
to the whole corpus, we make use of a retrieval step to filter relevant documents to our
given query. For our information retrieval system, we rely on Apache Lucene45 like Yang
et al. [2019] and Xie et al. [2020]. Using Lucene with a standard retrieval model, e.g.
Okapi BM25, requires no training steps and can be directly applied to given corpora. We
use standard Lucene query syntax using the entity keywords from the verbose question
described in Section 2.3. For event types and event triggers, we perform automatic
synonym expansion to ensure that all events of a given type are found. For entities,
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synonym expansion is not needed due to the already performed normalization in Section
2.4.
During both training and evaluation, at the start we are only given physical entities
as found in the Pathway Commons database. Considering the physical entity PEP in
the first retrieval step for example, we aim to find all relevant documents containing
it. After having found all potential event types associated to PEP in the subsequent
event extraction step, we repeat a retrieval step once more to query for new documents
containing PEP in combination with the just found event types. For instance, having
found conversion as an event type involving PEP during the event extraction step, a
following retrieval query in Lucene syntax for documents involving conversion events
with PEP would be PEP AND (conversion OR metabolism OR ...). Document retrieval
and event extraction alternate during training and evaluation until all event structures
revolving around a given physical entity are found.
We will experiment with retrieving documents on different granularity levels, i.e.,
whole documents, paragraphs or single sentences. Depending on the performance of the
document retrieval in preliminary experiments/evaluations we will also test retrieval
systems using neural networks as Das et al. [2018], Seo et al. [2019] or Lee et al.
[2019].

Event Extraction - Training

Figure 1: Event representation for a conversion reaction [Ohta et al., 2013]
After having retrieved relevant documents to a question, we use distant supervision
[Mintz et al., 2009] to automatically generate labeled training sequences for the question
answering step. Given the first question of the example from Section 2.4, and the retrieved
document depicted in Figure 1 for the query and knowledge base tuple (conversion, PEP,
pyruvate) from Section 2.3, we mark all conversion triggers as true answer tokens to be
learned, i.e., the word conversion is marked as an answer in our example. The sequence
labeling model follows IOB2-style where tokens belonging to an answers are labeled with
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B and I and other tokens are labeled O.
Distant supervision is often prone to noisy labeling [Riedel et al., 2010, Surdeanu
et al., 2012] as the marked text mentions may not express the given relation. Multi
Instance Learning (MIL) aims to solve this problem by relaxing the assumption that
all marked text mention express the relation. In MIL, the at-least-once assumption is
introduced such that only one of all text mentions must express the relation. A noisy
annotation for the knowledge base tuple (conversion, PEP, pyruvate) is a text snippet
containing conversion ... PEP, where the conversion event does not actually refer to
PEP.
In our sequence labeling setting, we assume that the distantly supervised annotation
for at least one retrieved document is correct. We aggregate the label probabilities for
each token in a sequence to one single sequence probability using a Conditional Random
Field [Hakala and Pyysalo, 2019]. Then, we aggregate the sequence probabilities to one
final score using a softmax-like operator [Bansal et al., 2020] for MIL. The loss obtained
from this score can be backpropagated through the neural network to learn and update
the model weights.
In the question answering model, multiple answers could be valid, e.g., there exists
another valid product C after a conversion of P. If both pyruvate and another product
C are present in the knowledge base, we would mark both mentions as valid answers.
For MIL, we aggregate all sequences containing pyruvate and C in two separate training
steps to ensure that both events are learned.

Event Extraction - Evaluation
Like for training, we use the same PubMed abstracts and PMC full texts for evaluation.
The Pathway Commons knowledge base with its physical entities (genes and proteins)
and their interactions (events) is where training and evaluation data are split up. Whereas
both physical entities and the interactions are known during training, only the physical
entities are given during evaluation. The interactions have to be predicted and are
compared to the stored gold interactions. Sequence labeling during prediction differs
from the training steps where we have automatically labeled the retrieved documents
given the known interactions from the knowledge base. During evaluation, we apply our
learned event extraction model to each found document from the retrieval step and label
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the sequences according to it. The extracted answers from all question turns in the event
extraction model are then gathered and merged into biomedical event structures, i.e.,
BioPAX/Pathway Commons interactions and pathways. For our example from Section
2.4, if the physical entity PEP and its interaction (conversion, PEP, pyruvate) belonged
to the evaluation set instead of the training set, then the physical entity PEP would
be the sole input and we would need to extract the interaction containing the entity
pyruvate and the event type conversion from our pipeline.
We evaluate on two different data subsets from the Pathway Commons knowledge
base and the PubMed Corpus. When comparing to the EVEX baseline [Van Landeghem
et al., 2013], we limit the PubMed corpus till 2013 (c.f. Section 2.2) and only include
the physical entities from Pathway Commons which appear in that PubMed corpus and
their corresponding interactions. For the full evaluation mode, we incorporate the whole
PubMed corpus and Pathway Commons as of 2020.
For our evaluation format, we use the BioNLP .a* event extraction format [Kim
et al., 2011, Ohta et al., 2013]. In contrast to the token-level perspective used in the
BioNLP event extraction tasks, we evaluate from a knowledge base perspective which
does not need to integrate the positional information of extracted events in a given
document.
For the implementation of the event extraction and question answering task, we use
the Transformers library by Wolf et al. [2019] and the pretrained neural network models
BERT [Devlin et al., 2018] and SciBERT [Beltagy et al., 2019]. In order to compute the
attention in long sequences and documents in BERT, we use Longformer [Beltagy et al.,
2020].
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